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Abstract. On the basis of the Krohn-Rhodes Decomposition Theorem, a necessary and sufficient 
condition has recently been formulated with regard to the completeness for the ao-product 
(cascade composition). Here, the force of this result is demonstrated in giving a simple new proof 
of a theorem that has been a major contribution i studying at-products: every (homomorphically) 
complete class for the Gluikov-type product is already complete for the a2-product. 
Introduction 
The investigation of classes of automata complete in the sense that every 
automaton is realized with a composition (product) of automata belonging to that 
'complete' class has had constant interest. As regards realization, two basic kinds 
have been studied: homomorphic and isomorphic realization. Here, we only treat 
homomorphic realization. Most of the product notions that have been dealt with 
derive from the Glu~kov-type product (referred to as general product in this paper). 
For instance, the cascade product, which is the subject of Krohn-Rhodes Decompo- 
sition Theorem in automata-theoretical terms, easily comes by specializing the 
general product, too. Some ten years ago, a hierarchy of products was introduced 
in [ 11 ], containing one kind of product, the a~-product, for every nonnegative integer 
i (see also [12]). The ao-product, he bottom of the hierarchy, coincides with the 
cascade product, and every general product is an a,-product for some/. It has then 
been open for a long time if there is a finite class that is complete for a particular 
a,-product with i~2.  This problem is resolved in [2] where a deep result of [10] 
is used to show the existence of a single automaton that is complete already for the 
a2-product. The final characterization f complete classes for the a2-product is 
given in [4]: a class is complete for the a2-product if and only if it is complete for 
the general product. Hence, Leti~evskii's criterion (cf. [15]) characterizes complete 
classes for the a22product as well as complete classes for any of the a,-products 
with i ~> 2. This strong result made it then possible to show in [9] that, as regards 
homomorphic realization, the general product is equivalent to any particular a~- 
product with i I> 2. Thus, as to homomorphic realization, the hierarchy ends with 
i = 2. This was rather surprising, e.g., because the al-products do form a strict 
hierarchy with respect o isomorphic realization. 
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The most convenient way of proving that a class X that fulfils Leti~evskii's criterion 
is complete for the a2-produet would be to show that the class of all a2-products 
of automata from YC is complete for the ao-product. However, neither the Krohn- 
Rhodes Decomposition Theorem nor other results on the ao-product proved to be 
easily applicable. In fact, the proof presented in [4] uses a technically very much 
involved direct construction. Recently, on the basis of the Krohn-Rhodes theory 
of decomposition, a necessary and sutticient condition has been formulated in [8] 
with regard to the completeness for the ao-product. This result has proved to be 
fruitful in some application (see [5, 6, 7]). The main aim of this paper is to show 
how its strength can be capitalized in giving a new proof of the characterization 
theorem of complete classes for the a2-product. It should be stressed that he proof 
given here, though simple, does not give direct realizations in itself, only through 
the construction given in [8] and a proof of the Krohn-Rhodes Decomposition 
Theorem. Thus, it cannot replace the direct construction of [4]. However, we felt 
it to be worthwhile to present a simple, easily tractable proof. 
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 1, we shall give all the necessary 
basis notions and notations. Section 2 will be devoted to recalling the result on 
complete classes for the ao-product from [8], which will be our basic tool. The 
aforementioned simple proof will be given in Section 3. In the last section, we shall 
utilize a feature of our new approach for presenting a new result for the urproducts 
introduced in [3]. 
1. Basic notions 
An automaton  A is a system (A, X, 8) consisting of finite nonvoid sets A and X, 
the state set and the input set, and transition 8:A x X-~ A. We also use 8 in the 
extended sense, i.e., as a mapping 8 :Ax  X*- ,  A where X* is the free monoid 
generated by X. The unit element in X* is denoted k, and we put X += X*-{k}. 
Given a word p e X*, write 8p for the mapping a --> 8(a,  p) ,  a ~ A. The  characteristic 
semigroup S(A)  consists of all the mappings 8p with p e X +. 
Our fundamental concept is that of the general product  (see [14]). Let A, = 
(A,, X,, 8,) be automata where te [hi = {1, . . . ,  n}, n ~> 1. Take a finite nonvoid set 
X and a feedback function 
~ot : A1 x . • • x A,, x X ~ Xt  
for every t~ [n]. By the general product A~ x. • • x A, , (X,  @) we mean the.automaton 
A= (A, X, 8) where A=Alx . . .xA , ,  and  
8( (a l ,  . . . , a , ) ,  x )=(81(aa ,x l ) ,  . . . ,  8,(a,, x,)), 
x, = q~,(al,..., a,, x), t e [n], 
for all (a~, . . . ,a , , )eA ,  xeX.  In order to decrease the feedback complexity, a
hierarchy of product.s, the arhierarchy, was introduced in [11], where i runs over 
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the set of nonnegative integers. Take the above defined general product A. We say 
that A is an ai-product of the automata A, if, for every t, ~ot(a~,..., a,, x) is 
independent of the states as with ~ + i <~ s<~ n. Thus, in an ao-product the input of 
a component automaton may depend only on the actual states of the automata 
preceding it, and hence, the concept of the a0-product is equivalent to the series- 
parallel composition and the cascade composition (cf. [ 1, 13]). An even more special 
case of the general product is the quasi-direct product: none of the feedback functions 
may depend on any of the state variables. In case of a quasi-direct product, we 
shall not indicate the state variables of the feedback functions. 
Let :~ be a class of automata. Set 
• Pg(~): all general products of automata from ~, 
• p~,(~r): all ai-products of automata from ~, 
• Pq(~)" all quasi-direct products of automata from ~, 
• H(~) :  all homomorphic images of automata from ~, 
• I (~) :  all isomorphic images of automata from ~, 
• S(~) :  all subautomata of automata from ~. 
Further, we shall denote by P~,~,(~) the class of all first a~-powers of automata 
from ~, i.e., PI~,(~) = {A(X, ~p)]A ~ ~, A(X, ~o) is an a~-product}. 
We shall be concerned with classes of the form HSP(~) where P is one of the 
product operators introduced, especially for P~2 and Pg. Note that HSPg(~) is the 
smallest class containing Yl and closed under H, S and Ps- A similar statement is
true for the ao-product, but ai-products with i i> 1 lack this property. However, we 
do have that HSP~,(~) is closed under H, S and P~o- For the a~-product we even 
have HSP~, (~) = HSP~oP l~,(~r). 
Let fl be any kind of the product mentioned thus far and denote by P,  the 
corresponding operator. We will say that a class ~ is complete for the fl-product 
if HSP , (~)  is the class of all automata. 
2. ao-Products 
Complete classes of automata for the ao-product are characterized in [8] on the 
basis of the Krohn-Rhodes Decomposition Theorem (see [ 1, 12, 13]). Before stating 
this result let us recall a few concepts following [1, 12]. 
A two-state reset automaton isan automaton Ao = ([2], {xl, x2}, B) with B(i, xl) = 1, 
8 (i, x2) = 2, i = 1, 2. We let Ao ~ denote the automaton obtained from Ao by augmenting 
it with a new input sign inducing the identical map [2]-* [2]. The characteristic 
semigroup of A~ will be denoted So. A counter is an automaton Cn = ([n], {x}, 8) 
where x induces the cyclic permutation (1 . . .  n), i.e., 8(i, x) = i+ 1, i = 1 , . . . ,  n - 1, 
and 8(n, x) = 1. 
Let $1 and $2 be (finite) semigroups. We write S~[$2 to express that $1 is a 
homomorphic image of a subsemigroup of $2. It is known that So IS if and only if 
S contains an isomorphic opy of So. 
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Theorem 2.1 (t~sik and DSm/isi [8]). Let Y~ be a class of automata. Y{ is complete for 
the Oto-product if and only if the following hold: 
(i) Ao ~ HSP~o(Yf); 
(ii) all counters (with prime power length) are in HSP~o(YE); 
(iii) there is an A c Yf with So[ S(A); 
(iv) for every (simple) group G there is an A ~ 3f with G[ S(A). 
3. a2-Products 
According to the main result in [15], a class ~ is complete for the general product 
if and only if Y{ contains an automaton A = (A, X, 8) such that 8(a, x~) # 8(a, x2) 
and 8(a, xlp) = 8(a, x2q) = a hold for some a e A, x~ ~ X and p, q e X*. We shall 
refer to this criterion as Leti6evskirs criterion. Obviously, complete classes of 
automata for the a2-product have to satisfy Leti~evskii's criterion as well. Somewhat 
surprisingly, by the Theorem in [4], the converse is also true: it is exactly Leti~evskii's 
criterion that characterizes complete classes for the ~2-product. In other words, as 
regards completeness, the general product can be replaced by the ~2-product. Or 
even, as shown in [9], the general product is equivalent to the a2-product in the 
sense that HSPs(~f)= HSP~,(X) holds universally. However, the hardest part of 
the proof of the identity HSPg(Y0 = HSP~2(Y0 was that HSP~(~) is the class of 
all automata if Yf satisfies Leti~evskii's criterion. Therefore, it is perhaps worthwhile 
to give a new proof for this latter statement on the basis of Theorem 2.1. 
To start with, take an automaton U = ( U, {z, z'}, 8) where: 
(1) U={Uo,...,Uk,-~}U{U~,...,U'k~-~} with l~<k~<~k~, k2#l ,  u,#u~, O<~i< 
j<k~, u~#u~, O<~i<j<k2 (the sets {u0,. . . ,  uk,_l} and {u~,...,u~,~_~} are not 
necessarily disjoint, and in fact, they are not, see below); 
(2) Uo=U'o, 
! (3) if u~ = u;, then u~+~ = ui+~, 0 < i < k~, 0 < j  < k2; 
(4) g(Uo, Z)=Ul, g(Uo, Z')=uL g(ui, z)=g(ul, z')=u,+l, O<i<k l ,  g(u~,z)= 
O<i<k2. 
(Note that we have used the notations uk, Uo and ' - = = uk2- u~ (=Uo). Thus, if k] 1, 
we have Uo = u~ = uk,.) Obviously, U satisfies Leti~evskii's criterion. We call U a 
universal automaton. 
Our goal is to prove the following claim. 
Claim. HSP~2({ U}) is the class of all automata. 
Since HSP,,2({ U}) is closed under/-/, S and P~o, it suffices to show that P~2({ U}) 
is complete for the ao-product, i.e., P~2({ U}) fulfils each of the conditions (i)-(iv) 
in Theorem 2.1. Or even, it is enough to prove (iv) for every symmetric group S. 
with n >t 3. Accordingly, the proof is completed through four lemmas. In these 
lemmas, U is a fixed universal automaton, and k denotes the lena of kl and k2. For 
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every i ~ [k], we write ui for that state uj with 0~<j < k~ and j--  i mod k~. Similarly, 
u~ denotes the state u] with 0~<j </62 and j - i  mod k2. Thus, Uk = U'k = UO. 
Lemma 3.1. Ao ~ HSP~oP~2({ U}). 
Proof. We shall prove that even Ao ~ HSP~I({ U}) holds. From this, the result would 
follow by 
HSP~,({ U}) ___ HSP~2({ U}) _ HSP~oP~2({ U}). 
We distinguish two cases. First, suppose that kt = k2 (=k). Let A = (A, X, 8)= 
uk(x ,  tp) be the kth quasi-direct power of U with X ={xl, x2} and q~,(Xl)= z, 
~pt(x2) = z', t e [k]. Denote by B = (B, X, 8) the subautomaton of A generated by 
the state (u l , . . . ,  Uk). For every (a~,. . . ,  ak) ~ B and i e [k] there is a unique t e [k] 
with at ~ {ui, u[}. Set 
B l={(a l , . . . ,  ak) eBl3t~[k]: a,= ul}, 
B2 = {(a l , . . . ,  ak)~Bl3t~[k] :  a,=u~}. 
The mapping h : B--> [2] defined by h(a) = i if and only if a s Bi is a homomorphism 
of B onto Ao. Therefore, Aoe HSPq({ U}) ___ HSP~,({U}). 
Assume now that kl # k2. By the proof given in the first ease and the fact that 
HSP~I({ U}) is closed under H, S and Pq, it suffices to show that an automaton in 
P,~({ U}) contains a subautomaton which is a universal automaton with 'cycles' of 
equal length. Let A = (A, {z, z'}, 8) be the a~-power U3({z, z'}, q~) where 
~Pl(al, a2, a3, z) = ¢Pl(al, a2, a3, z ')  = Z, 
¢P2(al, a2, a3,  z)  -- q~2(al, a2, a3, z ' )  = z' ,  
tp3(al, a2, a3, z)= { z 
Z I 
~P3(al, a2,  a3, z') = I z' 
(z 
if al  = a2 = a3 = Uo or  a2 ~ a3, 
otherwise, 
if al  -- a2 = a3 ---- Uo or  a l  ~ a3, 
otherwise, 
for every (al, a2, a3)E  A. It is easily seen that the subautomaton generated by the 
state (u o, uo, uo)~ A is a universal automaton having cycles of length k. [] 
Remark. We have proved Ao~ HSP~,({U}). However, the special structure of U 
guarantees that 
HSP~I({ U}) = HSP=oPI~,t ( {U} ) = HSP~({ U}). 
Therefore, Ao ¢ HSP~o({ U}). 
Lemma 3.2. 
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There is an A•P~,~({U})  with So IS(A) .  
a2-power A = (A, X, 8) = u2k(x ,  ¢p) where 
~Pt(al,...,a.k,X)={:' 
(Pt( al , . . . , ank, y)  -- { Zz ' 
if a,(o = u~, 
otherwise, 
if a~(o = u~, 
otherwise. 
Proof .  We define an X = {Xo, x~, x2}. 
For every t • [2k], let 
I t l+ l  i f t~k ,  t~2k ,  
K(t) = i f  t = k, 
Lk+l  if t =2k. 
Let t ~ [2k] ,  s • [2k] ,  s # k, 2k, i = 1, 2 and (a l , .  • •, a2k) • A be arbitrary. We define 
~ot( a, , . . . ,  a2k ,  xo)  = ~os( a l  , . . . , a2k, Xi) = { : ' 
if a,(t)= u~, 
otherwise, 
(pk(a l ,  • • • ,  a2k, Xl) = z', ~2k(al, • • •, a2k ,  X1)  = Z, 
~Ok(a l ,  . . . , a2k  , X2)  = 7., ~02k(a l , . . . ,  a2k, X2) = z ' .  
Put a = (u~, . . . , u'k, ul, . . . ,  Uk), b = (u l , . . . ,  Uk, U~, . . . , U'k). It is now straightfor- 
ward to show that we have 
8(a, Xo k) = a, 8(b, x~) = b, 
8(a, x~) = 8(b, x~) = a, 8(a, x2 ~) = 8(b, x2 k) = b. 
It follows that Sol S (A) .  [] 
Remark. If  k~ # k2, then even Sol S(U)  is valid. However, the a2-product is strictly 
needed if kl = k2. 
Lemma 3.3. For every n >>- 3 there is an A • P~({ U}) with S,  [ S(  A ). 
Proof.  We are going to define an a2-power A = (A, X, 8 )= U"k(X,  tp) with the 
desired property. Set X = {x, y}, and for every t • [nk],  put 
K(t) ={:+1 i f t~nk ,  
if t = nk, 
I ;+ l  i f k , r to r t=k ,  
a (t) = if t = 2k, 
[ ( s -  1 )k+l  i f  t=sk ,  s=3, . . . ,n .  
The definition of the feedback functions is given with the help of the auxiliary 
functions K and A. Let (a l , . . . ,  a,g) • A, t • Ink]. Put 
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For every i ~ [n], let b~ = (a~, . . . ,  a,,k) where 
(a(g_~)k+~, • • •, ajk) = (U l , .  • • , u /c ) , ,  j --~ 1, . . . ,  i -  1, i+ 1 , . . . ,  n 
and 
a,k)= 
The construction is easily shown to have the following properties: 
8(b~,x k)=b,,, 8(b,,x k)=b,_~, i=2 , . . . ,n ,  
8(bl ,yk)= b2, 8(b2,yk)= b~, 8(b,,yk)= b,, i=3 , . . . ,  n. 
Thus, x k induces a cyclic permutation of the states b~, . . . ,  b,,, while yk induces the 
transposition of b~ and b2. Since these two permutations generate the group of all 
permutations of the set {b~,. . . ,  bn}, we obtain :;,,IS(A). [] 
Lemma 3.4. HSP~oP~2({ U}) contains all counters. 
Proof. It suffices to show that Cn ~HSP~oPa:({U}) for every n/>3. Take the 
automaton A e P,~({U}) constructed in the proof of Lemma 3.3. Since x k induces 
a cyclic permutation of the states b~, . . . ,  b,,, A has states c l , . . . ,  C,,k such that x 
induces a cyclic permutation of these states. Thus, forgetting about the input sign 
y, A contains asubautomaton isomorphic to Cnk. Consequently, Cnk ~ ISP~oP~2({ U}). 
Since C,, is a homomorphic image of Cnk, we have C,, e HSP~oP,.2({ U}). [] 
Our main result is now easily proved. 
Theorem 3.5. A class ~r is complete for the ae-product if and only if it satisfies 
Leti~evs~'[' s criterion. 
Proof. Suppose ~ satisfies Leti~vsidi's criterion. We only have to show that ~ is 
complete for the a2-product. There is a universal automaton U e SP~(YC). By the 
Claim, HSP..2({U}) is the class of all automata. However, HSP~2P~,(~)__ 
HSP,~(~), thus, Y/" is complete for the a2-product. [] 
4. u-Products and ao-products 
In [3], D6m6si and Imreh proved interesting results for us-products. Take a 
general product A = A1 x- • • x An(X, tp) and an integer i>~ 1. A is called a us-product 
if, for every t ~ In], there is a u(t) c_ In] with cardinality not exceeding i such that 
q,~(al,. . . ,  a,,, x) is independent of the state variables as with s~ u(t). Let us call a 
~,~-product A a uJi-product if, for every fixed x~ X, q,t(a~,.. . ,  a,,, x) depends on at 
most j  (~<i) state variables as with s in ~,(t), t= 1 , . . . ,  n. 
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Theorem 4.1. HSP~oP~2(X ) = HSPg(X) for every class ~. 
Proof. By the proof of the main result in [9], HSP~,(X)= HSPg(X) whenever 
does not satisfy Leti~evskii's criterion. Thus, even 
HSP~oPI~ , (:~) = HSP~oPI~ , (X) = HSPg(~) 
in this case, where PI~I is the formation of all first z,l-powers, which is to say 
P~, = PI~,. Suppose ~ satisfies Leti~evskii's criterion. We have to show that P~(X) 
is complete for the ao-product. 
Take a universal U~SP~(X) .  The constructions used in Lemma 3.2 and 3.3 
actually give a v~-product and v~-product, respectively. Lemma 3.1 only involves 
an a0-product of first ~,x-powers of U, so it does not matter at all. Thus, P~,~({ U}) 
is complete for the ao-product, and we have seen that HSP~oP~,~PI~,(X ) is the class 
of all automata. However, HSP~oP~P~(~)c_HSP~oP~(Yf), which ends the 
proof. [] 
Remark. We have actually proved that HSP~0P~P1~I(X)=HSPg(~) for every X. 
From the Theorem in [7] the existence follows of an automaton A such that 
HSP~oP~,({A}) is the class of all automata. 
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